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Age Group

Language

Vocabulary

<3

Smart Builders

3-6

22520

Content

12 tool chips, 24 house plates

Main Objective

Vocabulary 1: Mastering a basic vocabulary about building.
Additional Objectives

Mathematical skills: Learning to sort based on characteristics
by organizing the different house plates.
Motor skills: Learning to make smooth movements with your
hands and fingers by building a house.
Social skills: Learning to cooperate with others by sharing
house cards.

Basic Instruction
Step 1: Make yourself familiar with the material of the game. Name the tools displayed on the
chips. Sort all house parts in piles according to their shapes and turn each part face-up.
Arrange the tool chips in a circle face-down.
Step 2: One player starts by turning over a tool chip. Compare the tool to the one shown on the
house plates. If the tool chip matches the house plate, you may take the house card.
Return the tool chip back to its original position. If you cannot find a match, the next
player goes. You will need two cards of each shape to build a house. If you already
have two cards of the tool chip you turned around, give that shape to a player who still
needs two of this kind.
Step 3: The first player to build a house wins the game.
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Expanding the Game
Play the game according to the rules written above. Call out the name of the tool every time you
flip over a tool chip. Try to memorize the placement of the tool cards.
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Have the children draw the house they would like to live
in. Use any material in the classroom to rebuild this
dream house. If possible, go outside and build a tree
house (sandcastle, moss house) with the children.

Do a project on the theme “building a house”. Have the
children build their perfect room using a shoe box. Talk
about what the children would want to have in their
house. What color would they paint the walls? Be
creative about what materials to use for the interior
design of the house (corks, matchboxes, buttons, fabric
scraps...).

Main Observation

Is the child able to master a basic vocabulary about tools and building?
Additional Observations
Are the children able to play together?
Does the child need help completing the tasks?
Is the child able to name the different tools?
Can the child memorize the placement of the different tool chips?
Is the child interested in building his/her own house?
Can the child express what he/she wants in their dream house?
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